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My 43 years in transportation 

•  Transit route planning (VIPS-VISUM) 

•  Taxi fleet management (Taxi 80) 

•  Personal Rapid Transit (PRTsim) 

•  Shared autonomous taxis (aTaxi) 

Ø All comes together now! 



Outline 

•  Transit goes autonomous 

•  Self driving cars get shared 

•  Automated Transit Networks 

•  Supporting developments 

•  Good and bad effects 



Traditional transit 

•  Bunching people in space and time 

•  Large units with long headways  

•  Serves corridors – not areas 

Daily Mail 



Ever larger vehicles so far 



Bus transit can evolve with ITS 

•  Steering control 

•  Headway control  

•  Anti-collision control  

•  Dedicated lanes 

•  Driverless operation 

Mercedes 



Opportunities with driverless buses 

•  Small vehicles at high frequency 

•  Less layover time 

•  No change of drivers 

•  Departure on demand 

•  Flexible routes 

2getthere 



25 km/h in 
dedicated space 

EasyMile 

15 km/h in 
mixed traffic 

Navya 

Limited speeds 



Self-driving cars 

•  Tests permitted on some public roads 

•  Google, Tesla, Mercedes, Volvo, … 

•  Can run empty to the next task 

•  Low-cost aTaxi 

•  Legal in 2021?  

 



Levels of automation 



aTaxi for Stockholm commutes 

•  One aTaxi replacing 14 private cars 

•  Parking    -95 % 

•  Vehicle trips   -30 % 

•  Mileage per trip  +6 % 

•  Empty running   +23 %  

•  Assuming all accept 

Design study 



Automated Transit Networks (PRT/GRT) 

•  Driverless public vehicles 

•  Networked 

•  Protected right-of-way 

•  Transport on demand  

•  Non-stop to destination 

•  Individual or shared rides 



Morgantown GRT since 40 years 

•  73 vehicles, 200 million miles, no accident 



Modern PRT 
•  Smaller, lighter 

•  Personal or shared 
ULTra 

2getthere 

Vectus 



Asynchronous control 

•  Depart when free, slow down when needed 

•  Conflicts resolved in intersections 

•  Distributed and scalable without limit 

•  Central control for empty trips 

•  Developed for PRT - applicable for DL cars  



Empty vehicle management 
 

•  10 – 50 % of vehicles without passengers 

•  Optimize use of vehicle fleet 

•  Crucial for short waiting (<1 minute) 

•  Priority to the longest waiting 

•  Sophisticated strategies for PRT 



Ride-sharing 

•  Spontaneous in all PRT systems 

•  Still on-demand  

•  Extra stop if necessary 

•  Transfer arrivals easy to match 

•  Most effective to popular destinations 

•  PRT strategies for aTaxi 



Enhanced ride-sharing for capacity 

O D1 D2

Two destinations 
 
Permit boarding 
 
Stop to pick up 



More ride-sharing with stations 

•  x 1.5 door-door (taxi) 

•  x 3 station-station (PRT) 

•  Taxi stations efficient 

 



Benefits from Cars to Podcars 

•  Large investments 

•  Low-cost sensors 

•  Communication protocols 

•  Industry lobby 

•  Government support 

•  New regulations 



Benefits from Podcars to Cars 

•  Proven reliability (200 vs 2 million miles) 

•  Distributed control (asynchronous)  

•  Empty vehicle management 

•  Ride-sharing strategies 

•  Existing standards 

•  Certification process 



Autonomous Cars for PRT 

•  Driverless, 4-8 seats 
•  Battery operated 
•  Navigating on reserved lanes 
•  Sensors for free space 
•  V2V and V2I communication 
•  On-board control  
•  Slot allocation in intersections 
•  Central redistribution of empty cars 



Podcar taken off guideway 



“PRTsim” applied to aTaxi on roads 



Convergence to 
Dual-Mode 

 

From car industry: 

•  Manual on road + driverless on guideway 

•  Add capacity, bypass queues, charge for use 

From ATN industry: 

•  Guideway ATN + manual drive 

•  First and last mile to ATN network 

 

 



Mobility as a Service – MaaS 

Good effects: 

•  New mobility options 

•  Service competition 

•  Lower user cost 

•  Consolidating all modes 

•  More flexible life 



Self-driving cars and taxis 

May also lead to: 

•  Urban sprawl with longer commutes  

•  Sending car home to park 

•  Diverting transit passengers  

•  Empty running adds traffic 

Ø Increased road traffic 

 

 



In summary 

•  Automation is coming for cars and transit 

•  Benefits from supporting developments 

•  Driverless cars in fenced regions by 2021? 
       leading to increased road traffic! 
•  ATN transit is proven (car miles x 100),  
       certified and available now! 
•  Dual-Mode harmonized regulations Rail – Road 

•  New regulations would double ATN capacity 



Dave Brough 


